1. Machine guards are essential for protecting you from preventable injuries.
   A. true
   B. false

2. __________ are barriers which prevent access to danger areas.
   A. Operational controls
   B. Lockout/tagouts
   C. Point of operations
   D. Guards

3. The point of operation is ______________.
   A. any component of the machine that transmits energy to the part of the machine
      performing work
   B. where work is performed on the material
   C. any part of the machine that moves while the machine is energized
   D. the emergency stop button

4. Transverse motion may ____________.
   A. grip clothing or force a body part into a dangerous location
   B. may strike or entrap an employee between a moving part and a fixed object
   C. may strike or catch an employee in a pinch or shear point
   D. none of the above

5. For machine guards to be effective, they must ________________.
   A. be easy to remove
   B. create no new hazards
   C. allow contact
   D. create interference

6. Which of the following is a type of machine guard?
   A. fixed
   B. pullback
   C. restraint
   D. gates

7. Safeguarding devices are primary machine guards that detect or prevent inadvertent
   access to a hazard.
   A. true
   B. false

8. Operator training should explain _____________.
   A. the hazards associated with particular machines
   B. how and why to use each safeguard
   C. how and under what circumstances safeguards can be removed
   D. all of the above

9. When performing machine repair and maintenance, _________________.
   A. notify all affected employees
   B. allow the machine to continue running
   C. verify that the machine is connected to its energy source
   D. all of the above

10. Appropriate PPE is the first line of defense in machine guarding.
    A. true
    B. false